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The freedom in falling short of Godâ€™s standard relies on His gift of grace. Unfortunately, too

many of us forget the free offer. We spend our lives basing our relationship with God on our

performance rather than on Him. We see our identity as never being worthy of His love.Isnâ€™t it

time to stop trying to measure up and begin accepting the transforming power of Godâ€™s grace?

The product of more than 10 years of Bible study, Navigator author Jerry Bridgesâ€™ Transforming

Grace is a fountainhead of inspiration and renewal that will show you just how inexhaustible and

generous Godâ€™s grace really is. A discussion guide is available separately (ISBN

9781600063046).
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One can read a book about a topic, but it may seem all to academic unless there is something

related to the content of that book that you yourself have had to wrestle through. I do not endorse

Jerry Bridges' "Transforming Grace" because it tickles my academic theological fancy. I endorse

this book because I've "Been there... Done that... Got the t-shirt..."Jerry Bridges articulates

conclusions and thoughts I have come to regarding the Biblical concept of grace in the life of the

believer; conclusions and thoughts I came to after wrestling with the issues of law and grace in the

context of a former church characterized by a sophisticated subtle legalism founded in a scholastic

pseudo-Puritanism; thoughts and conclusions forged in the fire of painful experience, the study of

Scripture, and prayer. Bridges has not only articulated many of the same thoughts and conclusions I

had come to regarding a Biblical concept of grace, he has expanded on them.I also saw in



"Transforming Grace" some of the principles and concepts set forth by Francis Schaffer in his

seminal work "True Spirituality". The advantage of Bridges work is that it articulates those things

from "True Spirituality" on a more popular and understandable level.The Apostle Paul very clearly

states in Titus 2:11-12 that it is Biblical grace that teaches us how to deny ungodliness and worldly

desires and to live sensibly and righteously and godly in the present age. It is a focus on grace that

teaches these things, not a focus on the law or duty or scrupulosity. It is not that there is no place for

law and duty, but that place is subordinate to grace, not equal to, above, or apart from it. This truth

is a foundational principle to what Bridges is saying in "Transforming Grace".

Anytime anyone talks about God's Grace they will always receive a high five from me. But in spite of

that I can only give this book 3 stars, and I was inclined to rate it even lower. The first part of the

book is a wonderful presentation of God's grace. Grace that not only does not come because of our

merit but comes in spite of our demerit. In fact, it throws out the whole merit/demerit system

altogether. As I said, this was very good.If the book stopped there, it would have been worthy of 5

stars. However, because the author is afraid of being called 'antinomian' and feels the needs to

somehow cover for God's holiness in His graciousness toward sinners, the second part of the book

is exceedingly torturous and painful as it takes back everything he freely gave us in the first part. No

sooner has the author free the believer with grace then, as fast as lightening, he binds him up again

in bondage to the Law.The solution to the author's problem (although the author does not appear to

understand for all his good intentions) is that the issue is not whether or not there are things in the

Law that we can benefit from today. Of course there are. All the Bible is for us. The issue is whether

or not God is now dealing with us on the basis of a System of Law/Works or a System of

Grace/Faith.Since God raised up the Apostle Paul to preach his Gospel of Grace to the nations

about 2000 years ago, God is no longer dealing with the world on the basis of a system of

Law/Works through Israel and her Rise (something spoken about since the world began--Prophecy)

but on the basis of a system of Grace/Faith apart from Israel and her Law and in spite of her Fall

(something NOT spoken of since the world began--the Mystery).
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